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Synopsis

• David Bowie – The Space Rocker
• Space Oddity – 1969 Song year after Kubrick/Clarke Space 2001:
  • Most Popular Space Song
• Curiosity – NewSpace – Space 2.0
• Contradiction ? Opposition ? Coexistence !
• Space Barons -Branson VG, Bezos BO, Musk SpaceX –Inspiration mission
• Experience - Space Tourism for ALL
• Huge gap between experiencing Space and Colonists(Settlement)
• Escape Earth or Preserve – Climate Change
• SpaceShip Earth
• Singularity & Emergence of New Human –Oddity ?
• Cannot predict but WE(species) are heading out into IT !
Space Oddity – David Bowie

• "(83) David Bowie - Space Oddity live excellent quality – YouTube"